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Section A (20X1=20) 

1..Funnel shaped hollow at the centre of the Volcano                                                                   

a) Vent                b)Crater                 c)Volcanic pipe      d)opening                                                 
2.Pangea split into two parts ( Gondwanaland and Angara) land approximately about  

a)200 million  years  b)150 million years c) 500 million years  d)10 million years                                

3. Transfer of Heat through horizontal movement of air is called                                          

a).Radiation        b). Advection        c)Conduction    d).Convection                                             
4.Plutonic rocks are an example of                                                                                                             

a) Metamorphic rocks  b) Intrusive Igneous rocks  

c.Sedimentary rocks  d.Extrusive I gneous rocks. 

5. Landscape formed by sea wave erosion.  

a ).Cliff       b)Delta        c).Mushroom Rock   d).Doline   

6. Atmospheric layer which plays dynamic role in seasonal changes  

A.Troposphere   B.Inosphere  C.Stratosphere  D.Mesospehere   

7.Which type of vegetation is found in A type climates 

 a.Desert vegetation    b. Polar vegetation  

c.Tropical evergreen vegetation  d.Deciduous  vegetation. 

8.The process is responsible for transformation of liquid into vapour. 

 A. Condensation  b.Evapouration   c.Transportation  d.Precipatation 

 9. The Equatorial low pressure belt is also known as  

a.Doldrums   b.Westerlies   c.Monsoon winds    d.Chinook   

10.Immanuel Kant forwarded______  

a)Collision theory   b) Helio centric Theory  c)Super nova Theory d)Nebular Theory  

 11. Fold mountains are the result of ______  

a) divergent movement     b)convergent movement  

c)Transform movement.     d)Direct movement. 

12.The distance between the earth and the moon in minimum when the moon is in  

a)Aphelion    b)Perihelion   c)Perigee   d)Apogee  



 

a)Depositional  b) Erosion  c)Volcanism  d)Diastrophism                                                                                                                
18.Tropical grasslands are also called as                                                                                                       
a)The parries b)The savannas  c)The steppes  d)Veilds.19. Which one of the 
following is not a outer Planet.                                                                                                                   
a) Earth    b)Jupiter  c) Saturn    d)Neptune.                                                                                             
20 Inselberg   is an example of                                                                                                             
a). Water erosion    b)Wind deposition     c).Glacial erosion      d)Wind erosion. 

 

Section B                   (3X5=15) 

21. Explain any three depositional features formed by running water                                          
22. Name the branches of Human Geography.                                                                                          
23. Define weathering and types of weathering.                                                                                                                                          
24.Discuss the steps taken to conserve forests.                                                                                                                          
25. Distinguish Continental shelf and Continental slope  

Section C                (5X6=30) 

26. Give a brief note on the structure of Atmosphere with details.                                                   
27. Describe the Major Physiographic divisions of India.                                                                               
28. Describe about the of land forms formed by river system.                                                                    
29. Explain the concept of heat transfer in atmosphere.                                                                                                            
30. Classify rocks and explain rock cycle                               .                                                                
31. Explain the general features of Ocean floor. 

Section D               (1X5=5) 

32.Locate the following on the map of India  a)Southern most point of India                                       
b) Red soil region c)River Kaveri  d)western ghats  e)Garo Hills.  

 


